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ABSTRAK

This research is an effort to explore the effect of silane coupling agent on tribology properties of recycled carbon fiber (rCF) reinforced polypropylene (PP). The versatility of PP in general purpose products was addressed to support green environmental by recycling materials. This composite of rCF/PP was being prepared by melt compounding process via internal mixer. Three ratio that being come out for different rCF and three different ratio for silane coupling agent. Some testing and analysis including density, hardness, Pin on Disk, and Scanning Electron Microscope was performed to characterize the properties of rCF/PP composites. The tribology properties of rCF/PP composite is analyze by Pin on Disk in order to characterize the wear and friction analysis of composite for treated and untreated rCF/PP. Based to the result, when adding more weight percentage rCF will increase properties on hardness and density. Meanwhile, the rCF/PP treated is increasing their properties to for hardness and density. Furthermore, for testing tribology on coefficient of friction and wear rate, increase weight percentage rCF will decrease coefficient of friction and wear rate. But for different chemical modification on treated and untreated, the coefficient of friction for untreated rCF is less. Meanwhile, the wear rate for untreated rCF is higher than treated rCF. Due to that, this researched had achieved the objective for producing recycled carbon fiber reinforced polypropylene via melt compounding, comparing tribology properties between treated and untreated recycled carbon fiber reinforced polypropylene, and learn the correlation between tribology properties and morphological characteristic of treated and untreated recycled carbon fiber reinforced polypropylene.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In aerospace, military, automobile, and sports industry is widely use of fiber reinforced polymer composites as high performance materials. The compulsory material used for application is carbon fiber. The use of carbon fiber reinforced polymers is growing and diversifying. Since 2010, the demand for carbon fiber is 39,280 metric tons for high application such as aerospace to sport equipment and it will increase the demand into 89,260 metric tons in 2015 (Wong, 2012).

Based on the demand for industry, the high grade carbon fiber is expensive and valuable due to economically and effectively to recycle and recover (Park, 2013). Most of carbon fiber before or after processing is producing scraps as known as wasted carbon fiber. The form is usually seen like cuts-off the manufacturing process, out of life prepreg, and end life of components. Nowadays, the wasted carbon fibers have already reached a significant limits and it will increase for the future. In theoretical, composite material is not applicable to recycled. Recently the increased of cost of landfill for requirements legislative and around 85% demanded of vehicles disposed must recycled after 2015 was
reported (Meredith, 2012). In fact, carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) have come into practical use for the aerospace and automotive industries instead of iron and aluminum alloys. Due to their properties and behavior of composite been contributed to higher fuel efficiency and lower levels of emissions. Therefore, the demand for CFRPs has dramatically increased in recent years (Okayasu, 2013).

The cost for manufacturing the carbon fibers are limited and usually it used to the area in high cost application in which to gain a good performance in mechanical and weight saves. Therefore, by recycled the wasted carbon fibers may have potential to get a cheaper cost than virgin fiber and it will give a new market change and opportunities in industry (Wong, 2012). Consequently, the carbon fiber is commercialize in raw and recycled but mostly a new development for recycled is been conducted which to getting a good properties as raw material. However, a few studies have been reported on in this report about the composite of recycled carbon fiber with reinforcement of polymer (PMC).

According to Nirmal (2011), the tribology is related to relative motion in which to study the friction, wear, and lubricants of the interacting surfaces. Nowadays, the tribology is important since most of design applications are related to wear and friction. In other words, the meaning of tribology is contacting of solid mechanism and nature of surface interaction. Many researches have been introduced for advance material as substitute to conventionally used materials as these modified material are excellent in wear and friction, light weight, and longer life span.

For this study, the focus on tribology of polymer and based on Rymuza (2007), the tribology of polymer is different between metal and ceramic material in many kind of application. The friction contacts in comparison to metal and ceramic materials are related to chemical and physical structures as well as surface and bulk properties. Therefore, the usage of polymer are easy to modified for both surface and bulk because the polymer have very low surface free energy and also low viscoelastic properties.
Based on Tarmo (2012), most of study on tribology mechanism is concerning the wear and friction properties of material. Meanwhile to reduce the coefficient of friction (COF) and increase wear performance, they carried to study the mechanism of tribology properties. Others, it also focuses in searching alternative choice in order to increase the static or sliding COF and wear friction.

1.2 Problem Statement

Mostly the carbon fiber is expensive to manufacture from point of raw material which need high energy cost to converting the polymer base into carbon fiber. The composite have a behavior in long life spend in the landfill or industry. Therefore, the benefits is rescaling the value of reclaimed fiber opens the door for economically interesting business. The usage of carbon fiber composite increase, it concerns the end life of product and wasted from manufacturing is potential tonnage usage of carbon fiber. The disadvantage that might can see or happen in term of increasing of usage carbon fiber composite in sector of heavy industry such as aeronautic industry, it will forced to disposed of large quantities of scrap carbon fiber composite by dumping in landfill site. The wasted of carbon fiber composite product will quickly reach a significant limits to become important environment issues of product such as biodegradable product. Due to this awareness of increasing of waste carbon fiber composite, it will reduce the landfill capacity to work and also will enforce of regulations for wasted carbon fiber. The amount of effort and attention need to devoted globally in significant limits. Therefore, some development of variety for recycling needs to attend for these valuable materials.

The challenging situation for recycled composite that composed with multiple phases is the behavior of thermosetting matrix are cannot be remolded and the resin mostly containing other material which might produce noxious combustion from product. In previous study, the wasted disposal issued have been solve by recycled the waste of material. Meanwhile, it has some several defect or lack to recycling fiber reinforced
polymer due to method and experience. The scrap must be cured and subsequently being use as filler for the material of polymer. Therefore, the method that might be carried for the study is expensive and insufficient demand for milled CFRP (Park, 2013). Although CFRPs have been employed in various industries, the recycling issue for CFRPs has not perfectly been solved yet. In fact, post-use CFRPs seem to be thrown away into landfill without any consideration of environmental problems. This occurrence will be a significant issue in the future, since the amount of waste CFRPs will increase dramatically (Okayasu, 2013). To develop the efficiency in order to recycled those material is extensive the usage of composite material in which to outstanding the properties result that may increase the amount of wasted product. The difficulty of composite material in term of fractionate into component. Besides, the compositied wasted are typically being disposed in landfills or incinerated without recycling. The composite wasted is related to inert compared to others wasted because the produce no methane gas and leachate gas. Therefore, the new development should be develop in order to reduce the amount of the wasted disposal and also reduce the impact for environment (Morin, 2012).

According to Tarmo (2012), the usage of polymer composite is being widely spread out in industry, and science. The relative motion is intensive to study the wear and friction mechanism as known as tribology mechanism. Most of the studies are centered of polymer-metal contact pairs and polymer-polymer contact has been focus to study the experiment and theoretical method. By implement polymer with surface treatment will modified the surface properties because the wear and friction behavior are influenced by profile of the surface. The influence of periodic textures and structure of different size scales is related to wear and friction behavior of metallic surface and inorganic material.

Based on Nirmal (2011), most of design application is involved wear and friction via processing when it subjected to relative motion. It was reported that around 63% of wear has distributed to total cost of industries in tribology factor such as friction, wear, heat, adhesion, and etc. It cannot be completely removed or eliminated the behavior of wear and friction but it can be minimized.
1.3 Objectives

There are three objectives that need to be achieved in this project which are:

a) To produce the recycled carbon fibers reinforced polypropylene via melt compounding.

b) To compare the tribology properties between treated and untreated rCF reinforced polypropylene.

c) To study the correlation between tribology (wear and friction) properties and morphological characteristic of treated and untreated rCF reinforced polypropylene.

1.4 Scope

Scope of this research is to produce the composite of polymer in which the matrix is polypropylene and the reinforcement is recycled carbon fiber via melt compounding. Furthermore, the study also focusing on the effect of surface treatment of recycled carbon fiber to compare the treated recycled carbon fiber using silane coupling agent and untreated carbon fiber prepreg reinforced with polypropylene. Last but not least, the result of this research is undergoes the tribology testing in order to study the correlation between tribology properties and morphological characteristic of treated and untreated rCF reinforced polypropylene. Some mechanical and physical properties such as hardness and density will be carried out to support the tribology test. The data gathered for the properties of the composites were analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
1.5 **Overview Chapter**

This report is divided into five parts which are; Chapter 1 covers the introduction of the research. There are several elements that involve in Chapter 1 which is background study of the research, problem statement, objective of the research, scope of the research and lastly is the report organization. In Chapter 2, it discuss the literature review of the research based on the previous study on the silane coupling agent, recycled carbon fiber, polypropylene, testing and analysis that will be used on this research. Chapter 3 presents the whole methodology that used in the research such as flow chart, raw materials, sample preparation, testing and analysis. In Chapter 4, it present the testing and analysis of the result and discuss the result obtain. Lastly, Chapter 5 discussed the conclusion and recommendation for the improvement of the research in the future.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 COMPOSITE

According to Callister (2007), the advent of composite is distinct classified of materials started in the middle of 20th century that involve in manufacturing of design and multiphase material such as clay, wood, seashells and alloys steel. The composite material also known as composition of material are made from two or more material with different properties such as physical, mechanical, chemical and etc. When the material is combine its will produce a material with different properties or characteristic between individual material. It also been classified into five family of matrix used which is Ceramic Matrix Composite (CMC), Metal Matrix Composite (MMC), Polymer Matrix Composite (PMC), Carbon-Carbon Composite, and Hybrid Composite (Wong, 2012).

Based on the research that focuses on PMC, by Brunner (2015), fiber reinforcement polymer matrix composite is increasing the usage as high performance application such as aerospace structure and also their element due to light weight and high specific strength and stiffness rather than other matrix used for composite. It also been consider
the cost used for matrix of composite and it showed that PMC mostly less cost used for application rather than usage of other matrix composite.

Based on our understanding, the recycled carbon fiber reinforcement can be obtained on scrap of material used. According to Shi (2012), said that many years ago, fiber reinforced polymer material had been incinerated or used for landfill without any recycling and also the price for reinforced fiber much higher especially for carbon fiber. Therefore, when the reinforced carbon fibers can be remanufacture and recycled into recycled carbon fiber reinforcement with high performance as possible, it will reduce the cost used for high performance application.

![Classification of composite](image)

**Figure 2.1** Classification of composite (Jasmin, 2012).